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ABSTRACT
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Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a weighted norm inequality for the sum of two-
dimensional Hardy-type integral operators with not necessarily non-negative coefficients.
1. INTRODUCTION
Hardy-type inequalities have attracted a lot of interest during all the years from the
dramatic prehistory (see until Hardy discovered his famous inequality in 1925 [4])
to a still very active research (see [5,6]).
This paper is devoted to this inequality in dimension two. Hardy-type inequalities
for various integral operators in dimension two have been studied in [1,3,7-10,12]
and references therein.
Consider the operator (hf)(x, y) = fiU; j(s, t) ds dt and the inequality
where u, v are weight functions on R~, p, q are indices of real numbers satisfying
1 < p ~ q < 00 and II j II p ,v denotes the norm of a function j belongs to weighted
Lebesgue space in dimension two. A necessary condition for the weighted norm
inequality (1.1) was given in [7] but it was pointed out in [8] to be no longer
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sufficient. In [10], two more conditions were given, which, along with the condition
given in [7] constitute necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1.1 ).
In [1], the inequality (1.1) was treated for the special cases u(x, y) = U I (x )U2 (Y),
v(x, Y) = Vj (x )V2 (Y), by a successive use of two one-dimensional Hardy inequali-
ties. It was proved in [12] that if the weight vex, y) is ofproduct type, then only one
condition is needed for the necessity and sufficiency of (1.1).
In this paper, we prove necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of the
norm inequality (1.1) with I: replaced by T defined as
x y
(Tf)(x,Y)=¢I(x,y)ffVtj(S, t)j(s, t)dsdt
o 0
oooe
+<P2(X,y)ffVt2(s,t)f(s,t)dsdt.
x y
Here <Pi, Vti' i = 1, 2, are measurable, finite functions defined on R~ and are not
necessarily non-negative.
Hardy's inequality has been characterized for the sum of two integral operators in
one dimension in [13] for 1 < p, q < 00 and in [6, Remark 2.4] for 1 < p < 00,0 <
q < 00. Motivated by this, we aim to prove necessary and sufficient conditions for
the validity ofa Hardy inequality for the sum of two integral operators in dimension
two in this paper.
While in one dimension, two conditions are needed for the characterization
of Hardy's inequality for such operators (see [6,13]), we prove in this paper in
Section 2 that in dimension two, six conditions are needed in terms of general
weights u(x, y) and vex, y). Unlike in one dimension, where strong and weak
type inequalities are equivalent, in dimension two, they are different. Therefore in
Section 3, we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of the weak
type inequality. In Section 4, we prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for
the validity of the strong type inequality for such operators when Vti' i = I, 2, and
the weight vex, y) are of product type.
Throughout the paper, p, q are indices of real numbers, pi will denote conjugate
to p, that is, pi = p/(p - I), f is a measurable function and the norm used is that of
weighted Lebesgue space in dimension two. By a weight function on R~, we mean
a function is measurable and positive a.e., on R~. X(cq,UZ)X(tll,tlZ)(X, y) denotes the
characteristic function over the rectangle (al. (2) x ({31, (32) E R~. X(a,b) denotes
the characteristic function over (a, b) E R+. R+ denotes the positive side of the real
line while R~ denotes (0, (0) x (0, (0) in the Cartesian plane in dimension two.
T* denotes the conjugate operator to T.
2. THE OPERATOR T
Theorem 2.1. Suppose 1 < P :S; q < 00 and that u; v be weight functions on R~.
The inequality
(2.1) IITjllq,u:S; CIIfll p,v
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holdsfor a constant C > 0 ifand only ifmax{A I, Az, A3, A4, As, A6} < 00 where
0000 1
Al = sup (IIU(Xl, X2)1¢1 (xj , xz)lq dx, dXz) q
Yl,Y2>{)
YI Y2
YJ Y2 1,-
X (1/ 1 0/ 1 (XI, xz)I P' vI-pi (XI, XZ)dXl dX2) P ,
() ()
YIY2 XI X2 q
Az = s.up (If(If10/1 (tl, t2)IP' vI-pi (tl, t2)dt, dtz)
Yl,Y2>O o o o c
I
X u(x" x,)I¢,(xp,) I' dx, dX') ,
~Y2 1/ (11l.p, (I" ")IP'v]-P' ('" (2) dt, d")',
() 0
A3 = sup (/
00
/
00
( /
00
/
00
u(tt, tZ)ICfJ1 (tl, tz)lq dt1 dtz) pi
YI,Y2>O
Yl Y2 Xl x2
f f )-};
X 10/1 (Xl, xzW v1- p (x,, Xz)dxi dx-;
0000 ~/VI u(x" x,) I~, (X" x,) I' dxi dx,r'
0000 I
A4= sup (1IIVt2(tI,t2)IPfvl-PfCtl,t2)dtldt2)Jl
YI,Y2>O
.'1 Y2
Yl Y2 1
X (II U(tl,t2)I¢Z(tl,t2Wdtldtzr,
() ()
YI Y2 XI X2 pi
As = ~~;>{)(f1(ffU(tl, t2)1¢Z(tl,!2)IQ dt, dt2)
YI, - o o 0 0
f I )-};
x 10/2(Xt,XZW v1- p (Xl,X2)dxldxz
Yl Y2 .i./ (11 .(x" X2)I¢, (Xl,x,lI' dx, dx,r,
o 0
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JX u(X\. x2)1<p, (X\. X2W dx, dX2) q
xx 1/ (II 1',,(XI,X2l1" ,I-p' (XI'X2)dXl dX2) '
YIY2
Proof. Denote
x y
(TIf)(x,Y)=<PJ(x,y)ffVrJCs,t)JCs,t)dsdt,
o 0
0000
CT2j)CX, y) =<P2CX, y)ffVr2CS, t)JCS, t)dsdt.
x y
Then T = TI + T2 and consequently
(2.2) IITJllq.u ~ IITIfllq,u + IITdllq,u.
Sufficiency
Lemma A. Suppose 1 < p ~ q < 00, U, v be weight functions on Ri. The
inequality
(2.3) IITIfllq.u ~ CIIJllp,v
holds for a suitable positive constant C ifand only ifmaxCA J, A2, A3) < 00.
In [10, Theorem l(A)], Lemma A has been proved for 'PI == Vrl == 1 and J ~ O.
The proof of Lemma A is analogous to proof of [10, Theorem l(A)]. We omit the
detail.
The following can be proved from Lemma A by using a duality argument and
applying suitable substitutions:
Lemma B. Suppose 1 < p ~ q < 00, U, v be weight functions on Ri, Then the
inequality
(2.4) II Tdll q,u ~ CIIJllp,v
holds for a constant C > 0 ifand only ifmax(A4, As, A6) < 00.
Sufficiency now follows from Lemmas A, B and the inequality (2.2).
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Necessity for non-negative functions cPi, 1/ri. Suppose that the inequality (2.1)
holds and that f .:? O. Then
II Ti.lllq.ll < IITfllq,ll, i = 1,2,
and consequently, (2.3) and (2.4) holds. This implies that max{A 1, A2, A3} < 00
(for i = 1) and maxj Aa, As, A6} < 00 (for i = 2) holds. Necessity is now proved.
Necessity for general functions cPi, 1/ri. Suppose again that the inequality (2.1)
holds. Define, for E > 0, a new weight function Ve as
Ve (x, y) = max{v(x , y), l1/rl (x, YWE}.
Since vex) ~ vE(x), we obtain Ilfllp.v ~ Ilfllp,v". Thus the inequality (2.1) gives
Let 0 < 0:'\ < 0:'2 < 00,0 < f31 < f32 < 00 and define
Then
I
II ]IIM ~ (111.{(X, Y)I'v,(x, y)dx dY) ,
o 0
a2#2 1
= { f flo/I (x, y)I P' v~-p' (x, y)dx dY) P
\;1#1
\ '~ E -p (0:'2 - 0:',Hf32 - f31)
while the LHS of the inequality (2.5) can be estimated as
liT]11". ~ (111~' (x, y) jj '" (s t) ](" t) ds dt
o 0 0 0
+¢,(x, Yl11"'(', I)](s, t) ds d{ u(x, y) dx dY) 1
.:? (11 ¢,(x, y) jj '" (,,1)](" t i ds dt q u(x, y)dx dY) 1
2fh 0 0
0000 ! ~~:; VI u(x, y)I~, (x, Y)I' dx dY)'~f I'h(,., 111P'v:- p' (s, t)d'dl).
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Consequently the inequality (2.5) (for f = /) gives
0000 1
(IIu(x, y)I<p! (x, y)!q dXdY) 4
2fh
Cl2!h 1..
x (I1I", ("t) IP'";-p' (" t) ds dt) i <; C< co,
Itll
Since C is independent of cu ; f3i' i = 1,2, and e, let Gtl -+ 0 f31 -+ 0 and e -+ 0 (via
a subsequence), then v£ -+ v and then taking the supremum over Gtz, f3z > 0, we find
Al < 00.
With the choice
ve(x, y) = max{v(x, y), IVrz(x, yW£},
J(x, y) = IVrz(x, y)IP'-1 v:-p' (x, y) sgn Vrz(x, y) X(a!t,ClZ)X(tll'PZ)(X, y)
and the inequality (2.5), the necessity of A4 < 00 can be obtained analogously.
By duality,
where T* is the conjugate operator to T defined as
0000
(T*f)(x,y) = Vrl(X, y)II<pl(s,t)f(s,t)dsdt
x y
x y
+ Vrz(x,y) II¢Z(s,t)f(s,t)dsdt.
o 0
For e > 0,0 < Gtl < (Xz < 00,0 < f31 < f3z < 00 and a new weight function
ue(x, y) = min{u(x, y), I<pI (x, y)l-qs],
we define
1 -I 1
g(x, y) = I<PI(X, y)ui (x, y)l
q
sgn(<PI(x,y)ui (x, y»)
1
x ui (x, y)X(Clj,ClZ)X(Pl,PZ)(X, y).
Since u£(x, y) ~ u(x, y); (u(x, y»l-q' ~ (us(x, y»I-q' and we have Ilfll 1 1-4
'
~q ,u
II f II , I-q'. Consequently the inequality
q ,us
(2.6) II T*flip' VI-p' ~ Cllfll , l-q'
, q ,us
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holds. As before, the RHS of the inequality (2.6) (for f = g) becomes
which can be shown to be finite, while the LHS of (2.6) can be estimated as
x V p' ~
+ Vr2(X,y) ff(!>2(S,t)g(S,t) dS dt l VI-P'(X,Y)dXdY)P'
o 0
(
OO OO( Ci213] ) p';, {f ![1¢1(',tl['U,(",t)d'dt
x 1"'1(x, y)IP' v l - p' (x , y)dx dyr1
Consequently the inequality (2.6) gives
0000 ~~ I ~U,f (f[I¢I (s, l)I'u,(',I)dXdl) 1"'1(x, y)I P' v l - p' (x, y)dx dY)"
~~ ~/(I/'¢l (s, t)lque(s, t)dSdt) q' :s:: C < 00.
1#1
Since C is independent of cq , f3i, i = 1,2, and e, let Ci2 ---+ 00, f32 ---+ 00 and e ---+ 00
(via a subsequence), then u£ ---+ u and then taking the supremum over Cil, f31 > 0,
we find A3 < 00.
The necessity of As < 00 can be obtained analogously with the help of the
inequality (2.6) and the choice
u£(x, y) = mint u(x, y), 1¢2(X, y) I-q c},
1 -1
g(x, y) = 1¢2(X,y)ui (x, y)l
q
1 1
X sgn(¢2(x, y)u1 (x, y»)u1 (x, Y)X(Ci\. Ci2)X(,8].{J2)(X, y).
Next, we replace f by fa in the inequality (2.1) (where a = vI-pi) and rewrite it
as
(2.7) IITfallq,u:S:: Cllfllp,D"'
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For e > 0, define
ae(x, y) =max{a(x, y),IVr)(x, yWe}.
Clearly, Ilfllp,a~ Ilfllp.a, and consequently the inequality (2.7) gives
(2.8) IITfallq.1I ~ CIIfll p.a,..
For °< aJ < a2 < a3 < 00. °< f3J < f32 < f33 < 00, define
hex, y) = IVrI (x, yW'-1 sgn(VrI (x, Y»)X(al.a2)x(.81 ..82)(X' y).
The RHS of the inequality (2.8) (for f =h) becomes
a2.82 1c(ff I'",(x, y)I"u,(x, y)dx dY)'
1.81
a3.83 1~ c(ff l"l(X,Y)IP'u,(x, Y)dXdY)'
1.81
which can be shown to be finite, while the LHS of the inequality (2.8) can be
estimated as
;? (ll4>I(X'Y) jjVrl(s,t)a(s,t)h(s,t)dsdt
2.82 0 0
+ ,p,(x, y)11"'(', flue"~ f)h(" f)d'd{u(x, y)dx dY) I
a3.83 x Y q !
;? (I1(II IVrI (s, tW'a(s, t)dsdt) u(x, y)I4>1 (x, Y)lq dXdY) q .
2.82 1.81
Consequently the inequality (2.8) gives
U;'3J~3 U:/l! IVrI (s, t)!P'a(s, t) ds dt)q u(x, y) IcfJI (x, yW dx dy) ~
1 ~ C < 00.
U~3J~3IVrI(s,t)IP'ae(s,t)dsdt)P
Since C is independent of e, cu, f3i, i = 1,2,3; let al -+ 0, az -+ 0, f3l -+ 0, f32 --+ °
and e --+ °(via a subsequence), then ae -+ a and then taking the supremum over all
a3, f33 > 0, we find Az < 00.
The necessity of A6 < 00 can be obtained analogously with the choice
ae(x, y) =max{a(x, y), 1Vrz(x, yWs},
hex, y) = IVr2(X, yW'-1 sgn(Vrz(x, y»)X(a/.a2)x(.Bt..82)(X' y)
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and the inequality (2.8).
Thus we have shown that max(AI, Az, A3, A4, As. A6) < 00 is necessary for the
validity of the inequality (2.1) and Theorem 2.1 is proved. D
Remark 2.2. There are two natural analogues to Theorem 2.1, first, for RZ
( -00, 00) x (-00, 00) in Cartesian plane in dimension two) and second, for
the conjugate operator. These can be obtained by making suitable changes in
Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.3. In Theorem 2.1, we have discussed the boundedness of the oper-
ator T which is not necessarily non-negative. In earlier literature, only positive
two-dimensional Hardy-type integral operators have been studied for Hardy's
inequality.
Remark 2.4. Two-dimensional Hardy-type integral operators find wide applica-
tions in the Fourier transform, the double Hilbert transform and in strong maximal
functions. For applications we refer to [2,9,10] and references therein.
3. WEAK TYPE INEQUALITY
The inequality (2.1) treated in Theorem 2.1 is a strong type inequality. For the weak
type inequality, we state the following:
Theorem 3.1. The weak type inequality
holds for A> 0 and C independent ofA ifand only ifmax(A I, A3, A4, As) < 00.
Proof. Necessity. Using a duality argument, it may be shown that the inequality
(3.1) is equivalent, to
Consequently the necessity of A3 < 00, As < 00 can be obtained in same way as
done in Theorem 2.1. The argument used to prove the necessity of Al < 00 and
A4 < 00 in Theorem 2.1 is also valid for the weak type inequality (3.1) (see proof
of[10, Theorem 1]). Thus (3.1) implies maxfA}, A3, A4, As) < 00 (see also [11,
Chapter V]).
Sufficiency. It can be obtained by extending [10, Theorem I(B)] for TI and
it's analogue for the conjugate Hardy operator, for T2 and proceeding analogous to
the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 2.1 with some obvious modifications. D
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4. SPECIAL CASE
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for which the inequality (2.1) holds
when v, o/i, i = 1,2, are of product type in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose 1 < P ~ q < 00, (Sl, S2) E (l, p), a weight function u(x, Y)
is defined on Ri, vex, y) is a product type weight defined as vex, y) = VI(X)V2(Y)
where VI, V2 are weight functions defined on R+. Let o/i.} , i, j = 1,2, be defined on
R+ and are not necessarily non-negative. The inequality (2.1) holds ifand only if
DI = sup (VI(td)(SI-I)/P(V2(t2»)(sz-I)/p
II,tZ>O
and
D2 = sup (f\(tl»)(Sl-I)/P(V2(t2»)(sz-I)/P
II,IZ>O
Proof. Sufficiency. Consider the following lemma (see also [12, Theorem 2.1]):
Lemma C. Suppose 1 < p ~ q < 00, u, v, 0/1, SI, S2 are as defined in Theorem 4.1.
The inequality (2.3) holds ifDI < 00. Jfo/I ?: 0 then (2.3) implies DI < 00.
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Lemma C has been proved in [12, Theorem 2.1] for Ipl == 0/1 == I. Proof
of Lemma C is analogous to the proof of [12, Theorem 2.1]. We omit the
details.
The following can be proved from Lemma C by using a duality argument and
applying suitable substitutions:
Lemma D. Suppose 1 < P ~ q < 00, U, v, 0/2, si. S2 are as defined in Theorem 4.1.
The inequality (2.4) holds ifD2 < 00. If0/2 ? 0 then (2.4) implies D2 < 00.
Sufficiency now follows from Lemma C, Lemma D and the inequality (2.2).
Necessity for non-negative functions <Pi, o/i' It is analogous to the proof of
Theorem 2.1.
Necessity for general functions <Pi, 1/Ji. Suppose that the inequality (2.1) holds.
Define for B > 0,
and
Since v is of product type,
0000 1
II/lIp., = (Jf I/(xI, X,WVI(XI)",(x,) dXIdX2) p
o 0
0000 1~ (I1!f(xj, x2)IPvI,s(XI)V2,o(X2) dXI dX2) p
o 0
holds. Consequently, the inequality (2.1) gives
0000 1
(4.1) II T f llq ,u ~ c(11 If(X1,x2)IPvI,s(XI)V2,s(X2)dxI dX2) p
o 0
For 0 < a < t1 < c < 00,0 < b < t2 < d < 00,
and
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define
(4.2) [ (
p ) I' ( P ) I' _ \ I _ 1"f(XI,X2) = -- --. VI.~ (t1)Vl. e (xdp - 05 1 P -.\2
x 10/1.1 (xd II" (sgn 0/1.1 (XI)) V2~;2 (t2)V;:~1 (X2)10/1,2 (X2W'
x (sgn 0/1.2 (X2)) X(a.11 )(XI) X(b.12) (X2)
(
p )1' -51 -1" -52 -r' 1'1+ P _
05
1 VI.~ (td v l.€ (XI)V2.€ (t2)V2,€ (X2)10/1.1 (xdl
x I0/1.2 (X2W' (sgn 0/1.1 (xd )(sgn 0/1,2 (X2)) X(a,ll )(XI) X(t2,d) (X2)
+ (p ~
05
2 ) I' VI~;I (tl )V~:' (Xl) V2~;2 (t2)V;::1(X2)
x 10/1.1 (XIW' 10/1.2 (X2W'
x (sgn 0/1.1 (XI))(sgn 0/1.2 (X2)) X(11,C) (Xl )x(b,12) (X2)
+ Vl~;1 (tdv~:' (xd V2~;2 (t2)V;::' (X2)10/1,1 (XIW' (sgn 0/1,1 (XI))
, ]tx 10/1,2 (X2W (sgn 0/1.2 (X2)) X(tl ,c) (XI) X(t2,d) (X2) .
For f defined as (4.2), the RHS of the inequality (4.1) is dominated by
CI (VI,E(tl)) (1-51) / I' (V2,E (t2)) (1-52)/ I'
which can be shown to be finite, while the LHS of the inequality (4.1) can be
estimated as
0000 1
II Tfllq,u = (II I(T) + T2)f(x), X2WU(X) , x2)dxl dX2) q
o 0
0000 1
? (I1I(T) + T2)f(XI, x2)IQu(xl, x2)dxl dX2) q
C d
0000 1
= (II I(TIf)(Xl,X2WU(XI,X2)dXl d X2) q
c d
;, K, (11u(x" x,) I¢, (X" x,lI' (v",(xt! )q«p-,,)/p)
I
x (v (x ))q((p-52)/p) dx dx ) q
2,e 2 I 2
where K I and C I are constants.
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Consequently the inequality (4.1) gives
( V (t ))CIJ-Il/P(V1 (t ))C
S2- 1)/ Pl,s 1 i:e 2
(f
OOfOO q( )q«P-SI)/P)
xed U(Xl,X2)14>I(XI,X2)1 VI,s(X)) .
I
x (VV(X2))Q«P-S2)/P) dXI dX2) lj <K,
where K is constant independent ofa, b, c, d and c. Suppose a -+ 0, b -+ 0, C -+ tl,
d -+ tz and e -+ 0 (via a subsequence), then VI,e -+ VI, V2,s -+ V2 and then taking
supremum over all tl, t: > 0, we find D I < 00.
For
VI.£(Xl) = max{VI (x]), 11/J2,1 (XIWS},
V2,s(X2) = max{V2(X2), 11/J2,2(X2Wc},
and
define
- [( p )P( P )P --SI __ p'(4.3) !(XI,X2) = -- -- VI,e (tl)VI,s (XI)
p -SI P -S2
X 11/J2.1 (x)) I
p l
(sgn 1/J2, I (XI))
x V2~:2 (t2)V~:' (X2)11/J2,2(X2W' (sgn 1/J2,2(X2))
x XU!.c) Ccrl) XU2,d) (X2)
+ (p ~ Slri\~:1 (tl )V~:' (XI) V2~:2 (t2)V;::' (X2) 11/J2, 1(XIW'
x 11/J2,2 (X2W' (sgn 1/J2, 1(Xd) (sgn 1/J2,2 (X2)) XUI ,c) (X1)xCb,f2) (X2)
+ (p ~ S2rV\~e'! (tl )V~{ (XI) V2~:'2 (t2)V;::' (X2) 11/12, I(XIWi
x 11/J2,2 (X2)1pi(sgn 1/12, I(XI)) (sgn 1/12,2 (X2)) XCa,fl) (XI) X(t2,d) (X2)
I I ,
+ Vl~;'1 (tl)v~: (Xl) V2~;'2 (t2)V~: (X2) 11/12, 1(Xl W (sgn 1/12, 1(Xl))
X 11/J2,2(x2W' (sgn 1/12,2 (X2))XCa.fl)(XI )x(b,f2)(X2)].;,.
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For the same reason discussed as earlier, the inequality (2.1) is equivalent to
xx 1
(4.4) II Tfll q.lI ~C(// If(.:q, X2WVI ,e(.\'I )V2.e(X2) dXI dX2) p
o 0
Neces sity of D2 < 00, now, can be obtained by using j defined as (4.3) in the
inequality (4.4) and using similar arguments. 0
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